Bitcoin is based on the education system itself, bitcoin course will educate and attract future entrepreneurs. Through special digital currency courses are bitcoin conquer another industry. This also marks the beginning of a real bitcoin has been integrated into our daily lives, and imagine that when you go to school, the teacher arranged a job for you: write an article on the development of encryption currencies article, that How exciting would be one thing? University of Nicosia.

November 25, 2013, Cyprus (Republic of) the largest private university in Nicosia University announced as the world’s first to accept Bitcoin pay tuition fees of private universities, but also will offer a master’s degree digital currency.

March 15, 2014, free of digital currency course "Introduction to digital money," commenced by Bitcoin experts from the fields of computer science and finance professor and taught at the University of Nicosia. Taught in English, in school curriculum not only to students, will be taught by the
network. The University for those wishing to learn more about digital Monetary reserve digital currency is how to interact with existing monetary system and opportunities for innovation financiers digital currency system, business people, entrepreneurs and public managers designed the course. After the free introductory courses, the entire graduate program will need to spend $16,250. In addition to their commitment to the development of Bitcoin prestige, Nicosia University also proposed that the Government of Cyprus began to develop the island into an international center Bitcoin transaction, processing and banks. University of Cumbria

January 2014, University of Cumbria in northern England Lancaster City announced its acceptance of virtual currency Bitcoin as tuition, as the world's first to accept bitcoin public university tuition fees. February 16, 2015, the university announced the launch of a free online master's courses will focus on the future currency Bitcoin, there are more than a hundred students enrolled. Month-long "money and society" MOOC (massive open online courses) will focus on "from any political faction currency innovators and activists," depth "nature of money, is how to interpret the past three thousand years, and why He is misunderstood." Course co-designer Jem Bendell professor, said: "Once we understand that money is a process, not a thing, we can explore and design innovation, the currency as a productive tool to use community service." Massachusetts Institute of Technology
And other colleges and universities offered courses in different Bitcoin, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) study Bitcoin method is more "direct and crude." 2014年4月, MIT launched a five hundred thousand US dollars worth of bitcoins airdrop plan. By the end of October, every MIT undergraduate are free to receive $100 worth of bitcoins, according to the organizers said that these funds allocated to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology more than 4,500 undergraduate students, to promote campus bits currency academic and entrepreneurial atmosphere. Bitcoin received MIT campus students can use these free bitcoins come. School bookstore to accept Bitcoin pay textbooks, school supplies and MIT brand goods, Massachusetts Institute of Technology is an American private research, a student at MIT's Web site as a course once OKCoin exercise, get high returns. New York University

September 2014, the New York University School of Law Professor Geoffrey Miller and the Stern School of Business finance professor David Yermack jointly opened a postgraduate course - "Bitcoin currency and other encryption-related laws and business." The purpose is to assess the value of Bitcoin and its impact on the economy. This course will cover topics include money laundering and tracking Bitcoin Bitcoin transactions. It also will discuss whether they should be classified as currency Bitcoin. The lesson of
the first section 14 of the base currency chu told a classroom of 35 students to express their own views. Financial Times reporter Stephen Foley also attend this course, seminar atmosphere is very warm. Duke University

Duke University finance professor Campbell Harvey digital currency courses at New York University after start. Course entitled "Innovation, destruction and encryption adventure", focused on the commercial potential of the block chain technology. This course provides students with Computer Science and Law School of Business at Duke University.

But Harvey said that due to lack of understanding the potential of the block chain technology has not been given due attention, this should be academic to speed of running things, provide more information. New York University and Duke University are two of the top US universities, ranked in the top ten in related fields. Imperial College London,

October 15, 2014, the European mainstream Polytechnic University, one of Imperial College London and EF (Entrepreneurs' Organization) jointly announced a cooperation program, agreed to provide credit bitcoin related courses, and the establishment of a fund to reward those students who have made outstanding achievements in the bitcoin related projects. The best project will receive a £ 3,000 scholarship, and students can also be required for the project equipment expenditures from the fund, up to 500 pounds, in addition to various other aspects of support and counseling courses. These initiatives will greatly inspire and encourage students in terms of Bitcoin innovative thinking and practice. Draper University
October 15, 2014, Imperial College London, the University of Science, one of the European mainstream, and EF (Entrepreneurs' Organization) jointly announced a cooperation program, agreed to provide credit bitcoin related courses, and the establishment of a fund. It used to reward students who have made outstanding achievements in the bitcoin related projects. The best project will receive a £ 3,000 scholarship, and students can also be required for the project equipment expenditures from the fund, up to 500 pounds, in addition to various other aspects of support and counseling courses. These initiatives will greatly inspire and encourage students in terms of Bitcoin innovative thinking and practice. Draper University

Draper University is a Silicon Valley-based schools, mainly for entrepreneurs to provide education and training services. The school provides students with the beginning of free online courses in bitcoins October 22, 2014, also Bitcoin pay tuition first accepted by educational institutions. The school is located in San Mateo, Calif., By the well-known venture capitalist Tim Draper (Tim Draper) was founded, Tim himself has invested, including the world's largest trading volume of bitcoin exchanges OKCoin including
relevant industry. The course will maximize the use of Bitcoin professional network ZapChain teach courses to students. Adhering to the "Bitcoin on the side" concept, hoping to encourage students' innovative use of digital currency. Course is divided into seven parts, including the flow of the production chain, create Bitcoin nodes, etc., there are only 42 classes, seven high-class and third quiz. Stanford University

Stanford opened a new course called "encryption Currency: Bitcoin and its friends", will be launched September 21, 2015. In addition to Stanford University students, professionals can obtain network security diploma after completing the course. Computer science professor Dan Boneh, application of cryptography experts, the Speaker of the course. In a statement, he said: “Support Bitcoin currency and other encryption techniques are an indispensable tool for the protection of information.” While joining the seminar is free, but the rest of the course fee is $3,960 (members of the Stanford University You can enjoy the $600 discount). If you want to get a certificate, you need to complete four modules in total, would cost $13440 ~ 18480, ranging from tuition. Stanford University was founded in 1885 has been ranked in the top five universities in the United States, only 5.7% of applicants are received at the university. Although not the first time, but it is the most prestigious schools in the United States accept bitcoins tuition. Not difficult to see, Bitcoin as a new form of wealth, many people are still being misunderstood, if more and more universities maintain an objective attitude Jiarubite currency research, we believe bitcoin application will be faster and more people into the future life.
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